Mediacurrent Wins Two 2019 Acquia Engage Awards

Award Program Showcases Outstanding Examples of Digital Experience Delivery, Featuring CAS.org for Best ROI and Mediacurrent’s Rain Install Profile for Open Source Giants

ALPHARETTA, Ga. (PRWEB) November 06, 2019 -- Mediacurrent today announced it was selected as the winner of two categories in the 2019 Acquia Engage Awards. Along with CAS, a division of the American Chemical Society, Mediacurrent was recognized for “Best Return on Investment.” Rain, an enterprise-grade Drupal 8 installation profile, won the category for “Open Source Giants.” The Acquia Engage Awards recognize the world-class digital experiences that organizations are building with the Acquia Open Digital Experience Platform.

Best Return on Investment: CAS.org
With just over two months to launch a redesigned website, CAS, a specialist in scientific information solutions, partnered with Mediacurrent to reimagine and rebuild CAS.org. The Drupal 8 and Acquia-powered platform reduced the time-to-market for a new customer engagement strategy. CAS, made the most of its digital experience investment — with the performance results to prove it. Read more in our CAS.org case study.

Open Source Giants: Mediacurrent’s Rain Install Profile
The Rain install profile was created by Mediacurrent to add out-of-the-box editorial, administrative, and media enhancements to the core Drupal 8 installation. Modeled after Acquia’s Lightning and Thunder distributions, the Rain profile packages and pre-configures many core and contributed modules to make building Drupal websites faster and easier. Best of all, it’s free and open source. Learn more about Rain.

“These awards reinforce and recognize what the Mediacurrent team does best - building open source software solutions that advance organizational goals and achieve amazing results for our customers,” said Dave Terry, Co-founder and Partner at Mediacurrent. “Mediacurrent is excited to be among the Acquia Engage Award winners gathering at the Acquia Engage Conference next week, November 11-13, in New Orleans.”

About Mediacurrent
Mediacurrent helps organizations architect highly impactful open source software websites. Mediacurrent is home to an elite team of digital specialists, who are recognized thought leaders in their profession. Mediacurrent has a successful track record of helping some of the most name recognizable brands in the world adopt and support an open source software based web strategy including The Weather Channel, The National Basketball Association (NBA), The University of Georgia, Harvard University, Habitat for Humanity, and Georgia.gov. Mediacurrent's service offerings allow us to be a turnkey partner for open-source software development, design, digital strategy, and training. For more information, please visit www.mediacurrent.com.

About CAS
CAS, a division of the American Chemical Society, partners with R&D organizations globally to provide actionable scientific insights that help them plan, innovate, protect their innovations, and predict how new markets and opportunities will evolve. Scientific researchers, patent professionals and business leaders around the world across commercial, academic and government sectors rely on our solutions and services to advise discovery and strategy. Leverage our unparalleled content, specialized technology, and unmatched human expertise to customize solutions that will give your organization an information advantage. With more than 110 years’ experience, no one knows more about scientific information than CAS. Learn more at www.cas.org.
About Acquia
Acquia is the open digital experience company. We provide the world’s most ambitious brands with technology that allows them to embrace innovation and create customer moments that matter. At Acquia, we believe in the power of community - giving our customers the freedom to build tomorrow on their terms. To learn more, visit www.acquia.com.

For more information visit www.acquia.com or call +1 617 588 9600.
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